2-Day Introductory Workshop program in Psychedelic Therapies
Testimonials 2021
“Thank you for facilitating this workshop. Very well done! Please pass on my gratitude and
appreciation to Tanya and other members of the MMA team. What a privilege to listen to
Bill Richards after his long life with psychedelics. Nigel and Traill are excellent teachers,
engaging and measured in their analysis and approach. I look forward to participating in a
NSW CPAT diet later next year yet first tomorrow’s conference!”
Dr David Gaskell, GP, NSW
“The authentic passion, joy and commitment of all the facilitators radiates through these
workshops - it’s an incredible experience...so grateful to be here. Thank you for today. This
has exceeded my expectations and I can't wait for tomorrow and then the summit.”
Linda Welsh, Clinical Psychologist, WA
“I'm feeling very privileged to be listening to Bill Richards... what a warm, knowledgeable
and compassionate person.”
Daria Levy, NSW
“I am feeling so inspired and happy right now.”
Lorena Wieshamm, Social worker student, ACT
“Thank you so much for this presentation, Dr William Richards - absolutely fabulous, deeply
moving and inspiring.”
Dr Lisa Juckles, Consultant Psychiatrist, NSW
“That was quite a remarkable presentation - one of the best I’ve experienced.”
Tom Klug, Psychotherapist, QLD
“One can understand the direct transmission of wisdom—to have the honour of being with a
master. Thank you greatly Traill and Nigel for your amazing guidance and teaching.”
Dr Jack Springer, Emergency Medicine Physician, NSW
“Wow Tania, what an incredible piece of art. Thanks Bill for your wisdom. Thank you so
much for this wonderfully insightful workshop!”
Abby Chadaga, Provisional Psychologist, NSW
“Thank you, guys, so much. Beautiful 2 days. Looking forward to the summit.”
Joey Muro, Mental Health Clinician/Occupational Therapist, VIC
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“Thank you, MMA, in deep admiration of this work.”
Vicki Henderson, Practitioner, QLD
“Thank you, so inspiring, so much to reflect on!”
Megan Carter, Clinical Psychologist, WA
“Thank you so much for this learning opportunity, feeling blessed and ready to move
forward.”
Melanie Cottle, Student, QLD
“Thank you so much to all the presenters, it has been amazing to hear from you and also to
meet and connect to so many like-minded people."
Tina
“Bill is the embodiment of cosmic playfulness!”
“This has been one of the best trainings I have attended in my professional career. Thank you
to everyone involved and to MMA for your amazing work!”
“He is sharing his internal emotional/cognitive responses to this stuff. It’s beautiful!
“What a man William Richards is, so fortunate to get to attend this!”
“I'm feeling very privileged to be listening to Bill Richards... what a warm, knowledgeable,
and compassionate person.”
“Thank you so much for this presentation, Dr William Richards - absolutely fabulous, deeply
moving and inspiring.”
“The way his wisdom just flows out of him. Wow…brilliance!”
“Bill’s words are weaving joy and excitement into my heart.”
“Bill is the embodiment of cosmic playfulness!”
“Wow wow wow…what an amazing human being, thank you Bill!”
“I feel like hugging Bill - His passion is inspiring and infectious.”
Bringing the magic of what a lot of us have been feeling (knowing) into the open and into
reality.”
“Thank you for eternity Bill and Tania
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“Tania, your voice is beautiful, transporting and healing on its own.”
“Transcendent.”
“Magnificent voice …so beautiful, angelic.”
“Beautiful song Tania, it was inviting and hypnotic, journey of the soul!”
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